
Main Criteria 

Judges will award a score of 1-10 for each of the categories below. 

 

1. Design / Quality of Idea 

❏ Can your solution be generalised to solve similar problems? 

❏ Will it generate excitement? 

❏ Are you being creative in your approach?  

 

2. Implementation / Quality of Execution 

❏ What have you delivered this weekend? 

❏ To what extent have you solved the problem? / How well does your solution meet 

the Problem Owner’s needs? 

❏ Have you delivered a working solution or have presented a clear path to how you 

would develop a full product? 

 

3. Does it fulfil HealthHack and Open Knowledge* values? 

“Is it Open Source?” is a yes or no question… but “How open is the project?” can be 

different. Simply putting an open license on some code might not be enough for people to 

continue using the code. 

❏ On our Github  

❏ Has an open source licence attached 

❏ Clearly documented with useful readme 

❏ Sample Data or Example Data 

“Does your solution/entry fulfil the spirit and substance of HealthHack?” 

❏ How much does this hack help people? 

❏ Ties together people from different industry 

(e.g. putting a researcher in touch with modern technology, etc.) 

 

* Open Knowledge Australia https://au.okfn.org/who-we-are/  

https://au.okfn.org/who-we-are/


Domain Prizes 

Supreme Coder (Web Development) Trophy 
● Has a deep knowledge of the code they have produced and can explain it well. 
● Has used a novel technology or a standard piece of technology in a novel approach 

Supreme Coder (Data Science) Trophy 
● Has a deep knowledge of the data they have used and can explain how it forms part of their 

project well. 
● Has used a novel technology or a standard piece of technology in a novel approach. 

Best Design Approach Trophy  
● Has clearly articulated a design process towards a robust or novel User Experience for an 

identified and well defined user group. 

Best Visual Design Trophy 
● Has produced an appropriate visual design experience for an identified user group that is 

both functional and delightful. 

Best Pitch Trophy 
● Under extreme pressure has produced a robust and inspiring and innovative pitch clearly 

documenting and describing the team product. 

Cicada Innovations Award Certificate (criteria provided) 
● The most dedicated problem owner (plus 1 team member) to be the recipient of one month’s 

space in the Cicada Innovations Incubator valued at $500 

Spirit of Health Hack (community judging) Trophy and Yow! Conference Pass 
● Demonstrates a generosity of spirit and a deep commitment to sharing knowledge 
● Demonstrates a willingness and passion for open source technology 
● Is kind, generous and helpful. 

Random Hacks of Kindness Entrance (RHoK Judge) 
● Random Hacks of Kindness, run 2 times a year, has agreed to take on suitable projects into 

their more generalised hackathon so that the team members can keep hacking on and 
potentially get more help at another hack. 

 


